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Wireless Communications and Mobility 
? Wireless Market Demands:
? Faster Connections (Higher Transfer Rates)
? Increased Availability of Service (Geographically)
? Service that supports Highly Mobile users
? Wireless Services Available:
? Mobile Telephony – 2G/3G
? WiFi
? WiMAX
4 High Mobility Users Include:
? Vehicles moving at high-speeds on motorways
? High-Speed Trains moving along fixed tracks 
? Rally cars with rapid acceleration and braking 
5Mobility Limitation
? How can WiFi and WiMAX technologies support users travelling 
at high speeds without increased Signal Processing?
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? Higher Doppler Shifts:
? Increase Channel Fading 
? Reduce Coherence Time
? Introduce Aging Problem
6 Power Doppler Profile and Coherence Time
? Coherence time is relatively insensitive to the shape of the Power 
Doppler Profile, but strongly related to the rms Doppler Spread.
? For antennas with a front-to-back ratio of 12 dB or higher, signals 
outside the main beam do not affect the coherence time.
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7 Can Directional Antennas 
Increase Mobility?
? Directional Antennas are used as Spatial Filters
?When correctly aligned, Directional Antennas offer:
? Enhanced Signal Levels, 
? Reduced Doppler Spread,
? Reduced Delay Spread,
? Reduced Co and Adjacent Channel Interference.
8 Proposed Solution
(1-cos(α/2))*fm
2*fm*sin(α/2)
α: antenna beamwidth
9 Proposed Solution
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10 Simulation Parameters
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12 Simulation Results 140 km/h
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Conclusions
? Performance is relatively insensitive to the shape of the 
Power Doppler Profile, but strongly related to the value 
of the rms Doppler Spread.
? The use of directional antennas (aligned parallel to the 
direction of motion) improves performance without the 
need for increased digital signal processing.
? Antennas with at least a 12 dB front-to-back ratio result 
in a channel coherence time that is independent of the 
side lobe structure.
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